
The Beautygeeks website 

proclaims that, ‘brow shape is an 

instant date stamp’. Our three 

Karenina brows mirror their 

times: Garbo — thin, Leigh — 

thickly shaped, Knightley — 

naturally contrived. But what 

would Anna’s brows have 

actually looked like? Tolstoy, 

apart from writing that Anna 

is beautiful with ‘curving red 

lips’ says little else about her 

appearance. Historical records 

of the late Victorian period 

record that tastemakers did not 

approve of obviously plucked 

or very thin brows, moderately 

thick brows were preferred 

as they were thought to be an 

improvement to the eyes and the 

beauty. ‘Caring for eyebrows,’ 

said Dr Cazenave, writer of a 

1870s guide to female beauty, 

‘requires only a soft toothbrush 

dipped in water with a little 

cologne.’3 

As we know beauty is not only in 

the eye, but also in the cosmetic 

fashion of the age of the 

beholder and as Ivana Primorac 

notes her job is to create ‘a look 

that a contemporary audience 

finds relatable.’4 Interestingly 

2012 beauty writers proclaimed 

her creation of an authentic 

19th-century ‘feathered brow’ 

as a ‘now-brow,’ a fashion 

inspiration.5 

Although we are still too close to 

tell I suspect if we jump forward 

ten years Knightly’s seemingly 

authentic Karenina will seem to 

be just as much set in the time 

of its creation as are Garbo and 

Leigh’s versions.
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Talking about his work Historic Dances in an Antique Setting at Tate Britain, Pablo 

Bronstein explained that he was ‘trying to create a world that is comparable to 

when you see a period film, maybe its set in ancient Rome and you don’t question 

the fact that the furniture is second century AD the architecture is Second 

century BC, the dress style is Greek, the make up style is Roman and the interior 

decoration is Phoenician.’1

This picking and choosing from history to suit what looks good to the 

contemporary viewer is exemplified by the leading ladies of historic films, who 

almost always eschew period authenticity in favour of looking like the best version 

of themself.

Anna Karenina, published by Leo Tolstoy in instalments between 1875 and 1877, has 

been remade for the big and small screen innumerable times. Three big stars — 

Greta Garbo, Vivien Leigh and Keira Knightley — feature in the most famous filmed 

versions, each keen to show off their acting chops whilst at the same time looking 

like the most desirable woman from 1935, 1948 and 2012 respectively. These stars 

are all great beauties of their time, but each, however natural a beauty she may 

seem to have, relies upon contemporary make up styles to finesse her own beauty. 

In 1935 Garbo was a melancholic Anna Karenina, her thinnish lips emphasised 

and elongated with precise outlining and filling. Her trademark downturned eyes 

framed by thin crescents of plucked, rounded brows and accentuated by a line 

of shadow in the crease of her precisely made up eyes. Garbo was responsible 

for shifting the fashionable look in the 1930s from skittish Clara Bow kitten to a 

woman ‘tired of life and stamped with destiny’2 — a look exemplified by her white 

face and half closed lids. 

In 1948, in between Scarlett O’Hara (1939) and Blanche DuBois (1951) Vivien 

Leigh became Anna Karenina. Director Julien Duvivier and producer Alexander 

Korda decided that authenticity was key and to this end they employed a Russian 

art director in their lavish British production. Cecil Beaton’s costumes which 

look remarkably similar to those he went on to design for My Fair Lady in 1964, 

were compared to Christian Dior’s New Look (which premiered in 1947) and 

were pure fantasy for war-torn, still on the ration, Britain. Leigh’s Karenina has 

sculpted brows, pencilled and defined in two perfect arches thicker and more 

dominant than Garbo’s thin arcs. Anna Karenina and Scarlett O’Hara are strangely 

enough more or less contemporaneous (their fictional lives set in1875 and 1860 

respectively) and although one is black and white and the other is colour, their 

make up look, through the proxy of Leigh, is pretty much identical.

Keira Knightley is the 2012 Karenina. Her hair is arranged in an adaption of a 

period style and her face is softly natural with discreet eye, lip and cheek make up. 

She is described as ‘timeless and modern’ in a BFI article, ‘poised between the real 

and the imaginary: a dream-like fantasy in which costumes and set spectacularly 

combine to continue the legacy of Anna as one of cinema’s most enduringly stylish 

women.’ Knightley’s brows are expertly shaped to appear beautifully natural by 

make up artist, Ivana Primorac, who explained that, inspired by portraits of the 

era, she fixed individual hairs with spirit gum underneath Knightley’s brows to 

create a feathered brow. Gone is Knightly’s usual gently plucked browline replaced 

by a soft ‘fishbone’ brow, far removed from the mid-century over-definition of 

Leigh’s Karenina.

Star power  
vs  

period 
authenticity
Cathy Lomax raises an eyebrow  

to a trio of Kareninas
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